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Whitepaper: Beyond The Password Technology Solutions To A Human
Problem
On the surface, the
security challenge is
password
management.
However, the real
problem is who is
using that password
to access your
secured systems.
Identity and access
management is one
of the most
fundamental and critical elements of an
organization's security strategy, yet few
enterprises have the appropriate level of staff to
choose the best technology, implement it and
then manage it.
This whitepaper looks at IAM solutions and
which may be best for your organization.
D OWNLOAD YOUR COPY HERE

Featured Blog:
"Using MFA for Server Access
Thanks to the Optimal
GINA™ Plugin"
Until now, it has been a
difficult task to
setup Multi-Factor
Authentication
(MFA) for server access,
whether direct access
through the console or
via remote-desktop
(RDP). However, with the Optimal GINA™

Your Way!

Plugin, for pGina, you can enforce MFA
requirements for all server access.

Request a
FREE TRIAL!

Find out why The
OptimalCloud™
from Optimal IdM is
the best fit for your
organization!
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Why Identity and Access
Management Is So Important for
Data Security
With advances in
modern technology,
stealing passwords
and hacking into
networks is easier
than ever. A hacker
can crack a four letter,
two-digit password in less than a second. More
importantly, if your data is not on a completely
private server, a breach anywhere on the server
could compromise everyone's data.
VIEW THE COMPLETE BLOG
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About Optimal IdM
Optimal IdM is a leading global provider of innovative and affordable identity management software. We
partner with our clients to provide a comprehensive, fully customizable enterprise level solutions that meet the
specific identity management needs of their organization. Contact us at sales@optimalidm.com.

